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Managed Systems

New Co-Chairs

The Managed Systems Workgroup has not met in some time and now has new co-chairs. The former co-chairs, Theresa Ehrlich and Keaton Smith, have graduated and are no longer at the university. The new co-chairs are Stephen Ritterbush with the Honors College and Kelly Bostick with University Relations.

Green Revolving Fund Application

The agenda for today’s meeting is to review the current pending Green Revolving Fund application. The application is requesting the full balance of the fund, so the workgroup will need to see more details on how the reinvestment works on the back end and to ensure funds from the previous project are being reinvested. The workgroup will request this information from Eric Boles.

Grant James, who submitted the application, is proposing Mullins Library as the building to receive the LED bulbs because it is one of the greatest consumers of lighting energy on campus. His second choice would be the Union, but the bulbs in the Union are highly varied by floor. The bulbs in Mullins are very standardized. Stephen Ritterbush suggested that Giffels Auditorium may be a good candidate because they rely heavily on dimmers and therefore do not even use CFLs.

Grant is going to find out what bulbs FAMA is currently using to replace bulbs as they go out in buildings. If the bulbs in Mullins are already being changed out periodically with the new bulbs, that might change the return on investment for Mullins. Grant will also reach out to the Dean of the Mullins Library for input.

Future Workgroup Priorities

Possible priorities for this workgroup in the future include moving toward becoming a paperless campus; and reducing the excess of printers on campus.